IN MEMOREAM: Hans Waandan 1'951-2001
For the most part of two decades of his career, Hans
Wanders' activity as an artist was focused on the pursuit of
the mgfisher (Alcedo Atthis, or in Dutch eijsvogel)-a
search in and of nature, into every possib
the kingfisher. What began as a small
project,
e an atchetypd engagement. Perhaps
inadvertently Hans created a Kingfisher clan (as his Scottish
friend Alee Finlay refers to it), touched 'by one artist's
desire for a magical encountep-the bright flash of brilliant
blue that travels close above the water. His books and artist
projects rendered the world a stage of possibility,
As a Dutch artist, it is no surprise that water fascinated
him. It was in a Dutch Landscape in 1963 on a bicycle trip
through the province of Overijsel that Hans sighted his k t
Kingfisher. But it was his third sightingon October 4, 1982
of a bird's flight across a s d pond near the River Maas
that transformed his life.
'It was this pivotal third visitation that prompted Hans to
adopt the Kingfisher as a personal symbol, itself the symbol
for ways in which humanity has accounted for the
momentary suspension of struggle-the halcyon1 days of
life. In this deep and unpretentious way, Waander's work
itself represents a hiatus amidst the struggle for life and
death, a blue halcyon moment that is both full of hope and
nostalgia.,,," (Kristine Stiles.);!
The knowledge of Alcedo Anhis that Hans gathered so
reverentially emphasizes a need to document nature and to
employ scientificmodels of observation. The understanding
that he sought is only to be acquired by a scrupulous
attention to things as they m o t so much a demand for
right thinking as for right practice. The work is both
testimony and promise of significance. Dissecting a subject
into all of its constituent parts was Hans' way to search for
a more exact knowledge of the object, and an
understanding, and by extension, his subject was as much
the self as it was the social and natural environment.
Hans never ran out of fresh approaches: cataloguing,
collecting, classifying, compiling, and organizing data on
his subject. Since 1991, he carved an exhaustive array of
hand-made rubber stamps of the bird creating motifs, or
even icons -it's watery habitat, prey, anatomy, even its
voice. Hand-stamped airmail stickers and postage stamps
bearing his kingfishers flew to and fro around the globe.
Ritualized mark-making that arranges, celebrates and
memorializes ensued for years, entrancingfriends and those
who discovered his work, What may at first glance seem
simple, ultimately worked its magic as tender, and real
beyond measure. Hans restores meaning to everyday
existence.

In 2000, Waanders published a comprehensive "field
guide" of his own body of work, Kingfishers and Related
Works. An extensive reference section in the back of the
book lists all the literature in his collection on kingfishers.
Only the kingfisher parts of foreign editions were
photocopied, "the only part of a book tlpt is important,"
Hans said, smiling wryly.
The biographical section outlines his life in relation to
experiences with kingfishers. The book introduces its
subject in 20 languages with an inventory of excerpts on
anatomy, range and habitat, perches, predators, prey, and
migration. It also includes reproductions from anany of
Waanders' editions, including the now-familiar silhouettes
of the global family of kingfishers and his world map
constructed from all of the names of Alcedo Atthis in local
languages. The Kingfisher f d y is extended to lepidoptera
and a single-pontoon war plane (a kingfisher of course).
Newsworthy sightings of the little bud include tragic runins with lighthouses and lightships.
The "related works" part of the title refers to
preoccupations that predate Hans' search for kingfishers
that have since been integrated into his cosmology. For
instance, first, there was Right: Yuri Gagarin, the first
Russian Cosmonaut is memorialized.3 His death in a crash
in 1968--he was a test pilot-was suspect to many,
including Hans. "Brezhnev didn't like him because he was
too popular." This led to Haus' 1992 radio piece featuring
a 4 minutes and 58.4 second discussion between the
kingfisher and Gagarin.
Hans hand-stamped a frenzy of blue kingfishers over all
the other birds in the many found Field guides that he
made. A territorial action, "the kingfisher colonises pages
in a methodical takeover. System fights system in this quiet
invasion. ,..Hunting through the books to discover the
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Kingfishers are k n o w to sit on a favorite perch above the
same fishing hole daily. Hans' recent work kclrrded forays
into the landscap to plant a singIe b m c h or stick
overlmm@g the water: a perch, an iPlviWion, a lure, a
helping h d for a bird h a lives by A s G g in dow
rivers, swift-flowing streams, d brooks with mu
Mis gestures were quiet and solitary, & to the bird he
purssrd; but they were such a regenerative activity, worthy
of diikecting our own mdiations "on what it means to be
present in tihe world. -7
And yet, ineviwy, each perch remins strabhmly
empty-representing Phe tangible longing to recapture the
mmythic moment of seeing the hgfishes. A melanclmoly
results: "the work is pervaded with a sense of beauty,
yearnirag iuad moahali9".8
Hans moved from assemblage to photopphy in a recent
publication, Perches. This book
placement of (Besehopeful landing pads. IP1 the Introduction
Alec F d a y writes "Perches releases Waanders from a
studio-based
g practice into peregrinations
through the l a n h p e....With each unrefnarkable stick
pushed into a muddy riverbank, the artist makes a gesture
of faith towards the magical encounter. h doing so he
poeticim the river. "9
Hans' comment, "Thefingfisher lives near the edge of
existence" is a metaphor for his own history of survival. He
persevered against so many illnesses ire his life, buoyed by
a resilient spirit, and the love of his f d y . The sighting of
this brightly colored little bird diving for fish in a small
country pond where myriad waterways are poisoned due to
overpopulation and pollution presented him with a quest, a
romance, aod sense of adventure-possibiIities, survival,

fright, and fdl. H a s m a v e l d at his hero who muld hover
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In a mrnnoeatary for Hans' exhibition in the
Gallery mailmorth), Tlho~nasA. Clark wrote how
world is r e d e e d by such an event, which ripples back
throagbhowledge as iridescent possibility. Now and then,
here md there, there may be beauty and vivacity.,. What
unifies Phese activities is an argent sense of mortality Chae
we might live, but without the spirit, without curiosity,
elation, we indeed die. "
pi
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It's b&g quiet
The bgfisher on its way
To the morn& pond. 1l
-Karen Davidson
Ponh H;B1 'blue Press, New York, July 1, 2001
1. m q o n is a genus name for the kingfisher. It comes from the
Greek, h&y&n,which referred to "a mythical bird, usually
identified with the kingfishen;said to breed abut the time of the
winter solstice in a nest floating on the sea, and to have the
power of
g winds and waves into d m e s s . "
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